The Latitude Density Search utilized Hyper Suprime-Cam on Subaru Telescope to discover 60 moving objects in the outer Solar System, 54 of which have semi-major axes beyond 30 AU. The two night orbit arcs are insufficient for tracking, but the images were acquired in exceptional seeing (0.4 ) and reached a detection limit of m r 25.2. We searched the detections for binary sources, and identified one binary object with a separation of 0.34 , the previously known object 2010 HE 79 (471165). Although we would have been able to identify binaries with the same separation and relative brightness for 18% of the 54 trans-Neptunian objects in the search, or 88% of objects with a brighter secondary, only one binary was found in the sample. This detection rate is lower than expected based on previous work, particularly for the cold classical objects, and implies that the prevalence of binary trans-Neptunian objects with 7.5 H r 9 may be significantly lower than for larger objects.
INTRODUCTION
Trans-Neptunian objects (TNOs) populate the distant icy solar system beyond Neptune, and the characteristics of these small icy bodies provide useful insights into the formation of planetesimals in the Solar System. TNOs include both a sub-population with low inclination (i) and low eccentricity (e), referred to as cold classical TNOs, and several sub-populations with higher inclinations and/or eccentricities, which are referred to as hot or dynamically excited TNOs (Gladman et al. 2008 ). The cold classical TNOs have distinct orbits (Brown 2001) and are thought to have formed in their current locations (e.g. Levison & Stern 2001) . These cold classicals have experienced only slight stirring during Neptune's migration (Nesvorný 2015) and minimal collisional grinding (Nesvorný et al. 2011) . Close encounters with Neptune would have disrupted wide binary pairs (Parker & Kavelaars 2010) . The dynamically excited population includes hot classical TNOs (with similar semi-major axes, a, to the cold classicals), as well as resonant, scattering, and detached TNOs (Gladman et al. 2008) . In this work, we refer primarily to the cold and dynamically excited populations, as we are unable to classify the dynamically excited objects in our sample into sub-populations due to the large uncertainty on orbital parameters.
In addition to different orbital characteristics, the dynamically excited TNOs and cold classical TNOs have distinct physical characteristics. Cold classical objects typically have a higher albedo (∼ 14%), while dynamically excited TNOs have a broader range of albedos with a lower average albedo (∼ 8.5%, Vilenius et al. 2018) . Cold classical objects also have distinct surface colors in the optical to near-infrared, which likely implies a difference in surface composition between the populations (e.g. Tegler & Romanishin 2000; Pike et al. 2017; Schwamb et al. 2019; Marsset et al. 2019) . The cold classicals have also been found to harbor a large fraction of binary objects, approximately 30% compared to 3-10% for dynamically excited objects (Noll et al. 2008b) . The difference in binary fraction between the cold classicals and dynamically excited objects is likely linked to their different formation and evolutionary histories.
TNOs are often found in wide binaries, where the two components can be optically resolved. Color measurements of binary TNOs have determined that the primary and secondary object have the same colors in the optical and near-infrared (Benecchi et al. 2009; Marsset et al. 2020 ). This suggests a co-formation of the binary pair, and not a later capture, as capture models have difficulty preserving the correlated surface colors. The high fraction of binary objects, particularly in the cold classicals, has led to the interpretation that the majority of TNOs formed as binary objects . One possible explanation for the high rate of binary formation is that the planetesimals in the Kuiper belt formed via the streaming instability (e.g. Youdin & Goodman 2005; Johansen & Youdin 2007; Chiang & Youdin 2010; Nesvorný et al. 2010 . The survival of binary pairs in the outer solar system depends on the lifetime of the disk before planetary migration (and thus the degree of collisional grinding), and the specifics of Neptune's migration (Nesvorný & Vokrouhlický 2019) . Understanding how the binary fraction of TNOs of different orbital classes varies with size can provide useful insight into how these objects formed and evolved. In this deep two night search, we discovered 54 distant solar system objects 5 H r 10 and searched for binary TNOs.
DISCOVERY SEARCH
The Latitude Density Search measured the density of faint and distant TNOs at different latitudes off the ecliptic and provides an excellent sample which can be compared with TNO distribution models. The search design, detection pipeline, and results are discussed in more detail in the Latitude Density Search paper (Chen et al. In Prep) ; a short summary is provided here. The search was executed on June 9-10, 2016 with the 8.2 m Subaru telescope using the r-band filter on Hyper Suprime-Cam (HSC) at Maunakea, which has a pixel scale of 0.17 (Miyazaki et al. 2018) . Images were acquired of 75 fields, with coordinates ranging from centered on the ecliptic plane to 80 degrees off ecliptic. The images were processed using the HSC pipeline (Bosch et al. 2018; Ivezić et al. 2019; Axelrod et al. 2010; Jurić et al. 2017) . Because the off-ecliptic density of TNOs is significantly lower, more fields were placed at high latitudes in order to ensure the discovery of TNOs at a range of latitudes. Each field image was 120 seconds and was repeated twice per night for two nights. The moving object search and identification was done in a similar manner to Chen et al. (2018) . The search detection limit is m r 25.2 for 5σ detections. The search identified 60 outer Solar System objects, 56 with semi-major axes beyond 30 AU, listed in Table 1 . The orbital parameters and their associated uncertainties are calculated using orbital fitting methods based on Bernstein et al. (2004) , and the apparent r-band magnitudes are converted to H r assuming the objects are observed at opposition (targets were 8-18 days from opposition). The discoveries were not tracked beyond the initial 2 nights. As a result, (except for two previously known objects identified using MPChecker provided by the Minor Planet Center) the orbital fits have significant uncertainties and the objects have been 'lost'. However, this sample provides a valuable snapshot of the density, brightness, and characteristics of TNOs with a variety of ecliptic latitude, and the data were acquired in photometric skies and exquisite seeing conditions of 0.4 , so they are optimal for the identification of binary TNOs.
The orbital fits do have large uncertainty, but the distance, inclination, and absolute magnitude (H r ) are well measured. As a result, it is possible to separate the sample into likely cold classical TNOs and dynamically excited TNOs. We identified 10 of the TNOs as likely cold classicals based on their best fit orbital parameters; these objects have low inclinations i ≤ 3.7 • , low eccentricities e ≤ 0.03, and semi-major axes in the classical region 41.6 < a < 47.2. The objects we classify as cold classicals were well isolated in i from the rest of the sample (the next lowest inclination is 7.8 • ), and all of these had low eccentricities e ≤ 0.03. There are no low-i objects found outside this semi-major axis range, which covers the classical Kuiper belt region. The likely cold classicals are primarily 8 ≤ H r ≤ 9, while the dynamically excited objects span a wider range 5 ≤ H r ≤ 10. The relationship between binarity and size, or H r , can be explored with this sample.
IDENTIFYING BINARY TNOS
The Latitude Density Search detection of 54 TNOs with a range of orbital parameters provides a valuable sample for determining the relative fraction of binary objects in different populations and at different absolute magnitudes 6.4 ≤ H r ≤ 10.0. None of the objects in our search were obvious visual binaries, even with the 0.4 seeing. In order to identify binaries, we subtracted a trailed Point Spread Function (PSF) using a method similar to Marsset et al. (2020) . This Trailed PSF (or TSF) subtraction analysis is described briefly below.
Trailed Point Spread Function Subtraction
The TNOs were all discovered in sidereally tracked images, so the objects are slightly trailed in each frame. This is particularly problematic for binary identification, as the TNO can appear non-round in the direction of motion. To correctly model the TSF, we used TRIPPy (Fraser et al. 2016 ) which convolves the measured PSF of the stars with the measured rate and angle of motion of the TNO to determine an accurate TSF. We calculated and subtracted TSFs for all four images of each of our 60 TNOs. For the single (non-binary) TNOs, this resulted in a clean subtraction where the residuals are indistinguishable from the background. For a binary object, this can result in one of two recognisable patterns. When the secondary is fainter than the primary, then the primary is efficiently fitted and removed by TSF fitting and the secondary is exposed in the residuals. When the two components are of similar size or magnitude, the fitter places the TSF between the two peaks and produces a butterfly pattern; see Marsset et al. (2020) for examples.
Searching the Residuals for Binaries
Identifying the binary TNOs required a careful examination of the residuals from the TSF subtraction. We used two identification methods for this: a manual visual check and a numerical estimate of the residual flux. For the manual visual check, we conducted three independent inspections of all image residuals searching for the over-subtractions and under-subtractions typical of binary TNOs. We compiled lists of objects of interest based on this manual inspection. We also calculated the expected sum of the flux residuals near the TNO location after the subtraction to determine whether the TNO was a single or a binary source. To ensure that we developed an appropriate metric for identifying binary residuals, we first implanted binary sources into a clear background region in a representative image. We generated double TSFs using TRIPPY and implanted these fake binary sources with a range of separation distances, angles, and relative brightnesses into the image. We then subtracted a single TSF fit from the implanted source to see the residual flux. We were able to identify the majority of the implanted binary sources by flagging images where the residual flux within 10 pixels of the calculated center position was more than 2σ above the median background (calculated over a larger region). We applied this criteria to the residual subtraction images of the discoveries. This method produced a significant number of false positives, typically frames with additional sources near the TNO, but also identified the same objects as the manual inspections.
We combined the possible binaries flagged by both methods and did an additional inspection to rule out false positives. This resulted in a list of 7 candidate binaries objects which we tested extensively (F06_cand00002, F40_cand00007, F40_cand00009, F40_cand00053, F40_cand00057, F44_cand00030, F54_cand00002) . We inspected the PSFs used in the subtraction to test whether the residuals were due to a poor PSF calculation. This included carefully examining the profile of each star that was used for the PSF model for contamination from faint nearby sources, saturated star bleeding corrections (as part of the Hyper-Suprime Cam processing), and other residuals that might contaminate the PSF. One of the sources (F44_cand00030) was discovered in an edge-chip of the camera, and the distortion of the PSF varied noticeably across the chip. As a result, on our second analysis we limited our PSF stars to those within a few hundred pixels of the TNO, which produced a significantly different PSF than the full chip. A few of the bright residuals were due to a poor centering of the TRIPPy MCMC fitter during the broader analysis, and a good single subtraction was obtained with more walkers and improved starting coordinates for the TNO. We also tested subtracting two TSFs simultaneously, to see whether this provided a clean subtraction for the source. Each of these steps was significantly more time intensive than the previous analysis of the entire data set, particularly the manual inspection of each star in the PSF/TSF and the increased computation time due to the additional walkers in the MCMC. Based on this expanded analysis, we determined that 6 of the objects were false positives which could be well subtracted by a single TSF, and one of the objects was binary (F40_cand00053).
Fitting the Binary Components
The TNO which was identified as a binary object in the above analysis (F40_cand00053 or 2010 HE 79 ) was modeled as a twocomponent system. For this analysis, we used the TRIPPy fitting function fitDoubleWithModelPSF to simultaneously fit two TSFs to the TNO. We used the MCMC fitter with 80 walkers to determine an acceptable subtraction of two convolved TSFs. We did not stack the four images of the TNO because the stellar background changes significantly; the small overlap in comparison stars means that it would be difficult to measure the PSF in the stack. Based on the results from all four images of the TNO, we determined a single set of parameters which provided a good subtraction for the TNO in all images: separation distance, separation angle, and relative brightness.
The confirmed binary object was extremely obvious in the subtractions. The single TSF subtraction centered on the primary, and revealed the remaining secondary component, shown in in Figure 1 . The double TSF subtraction produced an acceptable match for all four images of the TNO, which included the results of the fit (separation, brightness ratio) which were similar for all four individual images. We calculated average offset and brightness ratio, and thus determined the brightness ratio and pixel separation of the primary and secondary in x and y and the resulting distance. This average was examined for all four images, and minor iterative changes were made to the weighting of each solution to produce the best residuals overall. The binary TNO 2010 HE 79 has a separation of 2.09 pixels or 0.36 and the secondary is 17% the brightness of the primary (∆m=2.0 magnitudes). This binary was easily detectable in the residuals and well above our detection limits.
SENSITIVITY TO BINARY TNOS
We tested the effects of different characteristics of binary pairs on their detectability by implanting binaries into our data. We selected an image which was representative of the seeing conditions for at least half of the images of each target. The seeing conditions were slightly better on first night of observation than the second. We chose an image with FWHM of 3.02 pixels and a region with a clean background for implanting sources. We implanted TNOs with a typical rate of motion for the objects in our sample (3.0 ) and a range of magnitudes, separations, relative brightness ratios, and orientations relative to their direction of motion. A single TSF was subtracted from this implanted source using the same method as for the real TNOs. This resulted in a range of residual patterns depending on the input parameters. Single TSF Subtraction Double TSF Subtraction Figure 1 . The upper row shows the unsubtracted images of 2010 HE79; images 1 and 2 were acquired on the first night and 3 and 4 were acquired on the second night of observations. The middle row shows the TNO after a single TSF was subtracted. The four images of 2010 HE79 show similar residuals for a single TSF subtraction. The primary source is removed (with a slight over-subtraction due to contamination by the secondary) and the secondary is revealed. The bottom row shows the results of subtracting two TSFs with a 2.09 pixel separation at -21.9 • and a secondary brightness of 17% the primary brightness. The position of the primary and secondary are indicated by a larger and a smaller 'x'. The residuals are significantly improved with the removal of two TSFs, but not completely consistent with the background. This residual is reduced when all four images are analyzed with their own best fit parameters instead of the average solution shown here.
We assessed the residuals with both an automated search and a visual inspection to determine which parameters affected the detectability of the binary pair. For the automated search, we calculated the sum of the flux minus the median for the pixels which were 2σ greater than the median background flux. We found that varying the angle of orientation relative to the direction of motion from 0 • to 90 • had no measurable impact on our ability to identify the object as binary, likely because the amount of motion in each 120 second image was small. The binary TNOs were planted with distance of separation ranging from 1 pixel to 5 pixels at an interval of 0.5 pixels and brightness ratio from 0.3 to 1 at an interval of 0.1. The results of our sensitivity testing are presented in Figure 2 . We found that at separations greater than 2 pixels, any secondary brighter than the Latitude Density Search detection limit was easily identifiable, and because we used a careful visual inspection, we sometimes achieved a deeper limit than the automated object search on the full Latitude Density Search, which required 5σ detections on four images, while we required identification in 2 images. With separations less than 2 pixels, the identification of object as binary depended on the brightness ratio of the pair. Close to the limit of detecting a secondary source, the identification of the binary also depended on the noise (and thus the precise spot of implantation), so we consider our detection limit for binaries to be where 80% of the implanted sources at that brightness or brighter are flagged as binary. Because we did extensive investigation into any sources where at least two of the four single TSF subtractions showed evidence of possible binarity, this is a reasonable estimate of the detection limit for binaries in this search.
The object identified as binary is the smallest H-magnitude TNO in the sample, and one of the brightest in our detection list. The binary object is significantly brighter than our detection limit, and binaries with a similar separation and fraction could have been easily detected for an additional 9 TNOs, including the brightest cold classical in the sample. With a slightly brighter secondary, 25% the primary brightness (∆m = 1.5 magnitudes), binarity would have been detectable for 27 of the 54 TNOs beyond 30 au. Binaries with the widest separation considered (2 ) and brightest secondary (50% the primary brightness, ∆m = 0.75) would have been detectable for 49 of the 54 TNOs in our sample. figure.) The cyan star is the binary TNO 2010 HE79, the red squares are non-binary likely cold classical TNOs, and the black circles are non-binary TNOs. The blue, green, and red lines show the apparent magnitude limits of likely binary detection (∼80% identification), depending on the characteristics of the binaries. The dotted lines indicate a secondary to primary brightness ratio of 15%, dot-dashed lines indicate 25%, and dashed lines indicate a ratio of 50%. The actual binary detection has a 2 pixel separation (0.34 ) and a brightness ratio of 17%, so similar binary pairs would have been easily detected for 10 TNOs. For the widest separation of two pixels and a brightness ratio of 50%, 53 of the 60 objects in the sample are above our binary detection threshold.
The optimal seeing conditions of the observations from the Latitude Density Search and the 54 TNO detections provided an excellent sample for a binary TNO search. This sample included many faint detections, with a limiting discovery (5σ) magnitude of m r 25.2, and detecting the binarity of the faintest TNOs in the sample was not possible with the available data. We were not able to increase our signal to noise by stacking the four images of each object due to the poor quality of the orbit fits. However, we were able to detect implanted secondaries fainter than the search magnitude limit, as our detection method for secondaries was sensitive to ∼ 2σ sources and did not require detection in all four images. We have quantified the detection limit for binary TNOs in this search depending on the brightness ratio and separation of the binary pair. These parameters were the most important for identifying binarity; the orientation angle of the pair relative to the range of motion was found to be unimportant for detectability binary TNOs when a TSF is used in the analysis. The rate of motion is also not a significant factor for these distant TNOs, as the effects of TNO motion relative to the stars is removed by using a TSF analysis. For 10 of the objects in our sample, a secondary with 15% the brightness of the primary would be easily detected (∆m=2.0). For a 25% brightness fraction (∆m=1.5), 27 objects were above our detection limit, and at a 50% brightness fraction (∆m=0.75), 49 of the TNOs would have shown evidence of binarity. In the case of a bright secondary ( 50%), it was possible to detect binarity with separations less than one pixel, although we did not rigorously quantify this limit. In the delivered seeing conditions of 0.4 , the brightness of the secondary component had a more significant effect on detectability than the separation distance of the pair, as long as they were separated by ≥1 pixel. The binary object is the largest TNO in our sample, a previous discovery with a 28 year arc, 2010 HE 79 . The orbital elements reported in Table 1 are based on the 2 night arc, but more accurate coordinates are available in the Minor Planet Center, which has an orbital fit for this object with semi-major axis a = 39.2, eccentricity e = 0.18, and inclination i = 15.7 • . As this is near the edges of the stable region for Plutinos (Morbidelli 1997; Tiscareno & Malhotra 2009 ), we integrated the object using REBOUND (Rein & Liu 2012) . We integrated the Sun and 8 planets for 10 Myr using the IAS15 integrator (Rein & Spiegel 2015) and a timestep of 0.016 years. We calculated the resonant angle φ 32 with respect to Neptune, and saw both non-resonant and resonant behaviour within the classification timescale, shown in Figure 3 . For the first 4 Myr, the resonant angle φ circulates, indicating non-resonant behaviour. After that, the object enters and exits the resonance repeatedly, with large libration amplitudes. The argument of pericenter ω does not oscillate, so this object is not in Kozai resonance at any point during the integration. This entering and exiting resonance is common for resonance-sticking objects, which typically also exhibit scattering behaviour, often jumping between the distant resonances (Lykawka & Mukai 2007) . However, scattering objects experience regular perturbations by Neptune, and this object remains in the 3:2 region. The semi-major axis is just sunward of the 3:2, so a reasonable origin scenario for this TNO would be that it was captured into the 3:2 in the era of Neptune's migration and moved outward (similar to Pluto), but was not deeply captured, and dropped out of the unstable phase space at the resonance edges in the late stages of migration, as Neptune jittered or Neptune's eccentricity circularized.
In spite of our deep search and faint detection limit, only one binary was found in the sample. This binary has a small separation and has a faint secondary compared to the primary. Assuming the current separation is representative of the semi-major axis of the pair (a B ) with primary and secondary radii (r 1 , r 2 ) converted from H r assuming 5% albedo, this TNO has a binary binding tightness of aB 3 √ r 3 1 +r 3 2 ∼ 40, and would be classified as a 'wide binary' with a 10-50% survival probability in the dynamically excited population (Nesvorný & Vokrouhlický 2019) . The dynamical survival of the Plutinos was only slightly reduced relative to the other excited populations (Nesvorný & Vokrouhlický 2019) . The majority of our sample for which binarity could have been easily detected are dynamically excited objects with 5 H r 8. One of these objects was binary, which is roughly consistent with the expected binary fraction from the literature of 3%-10% (Noll et al. 2008b ). However, the brightest object being the only detected binary may be an indication that size is also a factor in binarity for dynamically excited objects. Surprisingly, none of the cold classical TNOs in our sample showed any evidence of binarity. In the literature, the binary fraction for cold classical TNOs is 30% (Noll et al. 2008a) . The large and bright cold classical 2004 HF 79 , also a previous discovery detected in the Latitude Density Search and well above our detection limits, showed no evidence of binarity, and no binary objects were detected among the 9 other likely cold classical objects in the sample. We were sensitive to separations of ∼1 pixel for nearly all of the cold classicals, with a brightness ratio of 0.5, and for half (five) of the cold classicals we are sensitive to a secondary with a brightness ratio of 0.25. (This is a ∆m of 0.75 and 1.5.) The lack of identified cold classical binary pairs in this sample implies that the rate of binaries may be low in the size range measured in this search, 8 H r 9. The binary cold classical objects from Noll et al. (2008a,b) as presented in Nesvorný et al. (2011, Figure 10) show a clear drop in the binary fraction at H V ∼ 6.8, which corresponds to approximately H r ∼ 7.5, and then a higher binary fraction for smaller sizes, and may be related to the collisional evolution of the belt (Nesvorný et al. 2011) . Our search did not identify any of the cold classicals in 8 H r 9 as binary, which suggests that the decrease in binary fraction may be at a smaller size than previously reported, or may depend on other factors such as semi-major axis. This search, which is a magnitude-limited snapshot in one on-sky longitude, and the sample from Noll et al. (2008b) , based on followup observations of compiled known objects, have entirely different biases and selection effects and it may be misleading to compare the measured fractions directly. A larger sample of cold classicals sampling a range of positions in the belt, particularly sampling the stirred and kernel sub-components of the classical belt (Petit et al. 2011 ) would be required to robustly determine whether there is an intrinsic drop in the rate of binarity at a specific H in the classical belt.
Our sensitivity limits were sufficient to detect binaries with characteristics similar to previous discoveries. While binaries are often discovered with separations less than 0.1 , many identified binaries have greater separations (Noll et al. 2008a; Benecchi et al. 2009 ). The 1 pixel separation on HSC corresponds to 0.17 , and for the discovery distances of the cold classicals during the search (40-46 au) this corresponds to a separation sensitivity of 4,900-5,700 km. Identification of binary TNOs with separations greater than this distance in km is common, as seen in many orbital solution works (Grundy et al. , 2011 (Grundy et al. , 2014 . A typical TNO Hill radius is approximately 7,000× the primary radius (Noll et al. 2008a ), or 35,000 km for a 100 km object, but binary TNOs are usually found deep within the Hill sphere. However, this search was sensitive to binary separations and relative brightnesses where binary pairs are often found. The binary fraction may be lower in the size range where this search is most sensitive (perhaps these objects are primarily contact binaries similar to Arrokoth (Stern et al. 2019) ), or the observed binary fraction in this work or the literature may be affected by some unknown discovery biases. This binary detection is similar to the Col-OSSOS binaries, all three of which are 6.4 ≤ H r ≤ 6.6, while most of the survey targets were H r > 7 Marsset et al. 2020) . The seeing conditions were less uniform for the Col-OSSOS survey than for this work, but the characteristics of the binaries hint at the same deficit of binaries at H r 7 − 8. Unfortunately, as the targets in the Latitude Density Search were not tracked, additional followup and binary searches on the non-binary objects from this sample are not possible. Additional searches or a survey with excellent seeing conditions will be necessary to determine whether the measured low binary rate in 7.5 H r 9 seen in this search is broadly applicable to the Kuiper belt.
